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This unique anthology exposes readers to a collection of original works that provide a bridge

between issues related to public policy. Readers are exposed to a â€œwhole-systemâ€• view of

policy, crime, and criminal justice.  Current, relevant, and fascinating readings provide a window into

the state of today's criminal justice system.   For professionals in the criminal justice field.
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Provides a bridge between issues related to public policy and crime through the use of original

articles to present a "whole-system" view of policy, crime, and criminal justice. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The third edition of Public Policy, Crime, and Criminal Justice presents current public policy articles

covering the major areas of the criminal justice system. It continues to combine theoretical

perspectives and discussions of the most difficult issues the criminal justice system faces beginning

in the new millennium. The focus is on general public policy and specific areas of the criminal justice

system as well as innovative approaches that hold the promise of effectively addressing especially

problematic areas.  New features and additions to this edition include:  An update of many of the

articles, topics, and the inclusion of new articles Ideology, politics and the relationship to media The

failure of crime control The political sentencing game Myths of a lenient criminal justice system

Reconciliation and human rights enforcement Updated questions for discussion



A common sense approach to understanding the background of criminal justice. In the preview,

Chapters 1 & 2 seem to articulate the definition of policy and a seamless transition of the science

and social integration from all aspects. The book emphasize the understanding from all social

backgrounds, race, economic, education, health care, age, and political influences of crime. To

include the judicial approach from a branches of government, federal, state, and local governments

that enforce policies that shapes the legal prospective. The definition of policy; but not all in

compassing "Policy is what the government do or fail to do" Outstanding!

I choose this rating because I was extremely disappointed in the condition of the book. The review

stated used nomarking and good conditions. The book was marked up, the spine was broken and

pages falling out.I kept the book because it was the 2nd. week of class and to return it for another

one I feared would putme too far behind with class reading/assisgnments. I will not buy again from

this seller.

It is difficult to have a text bring up new concepts and ideas in a field such as criminal justice, where

most of the ideas are simply reworded from previous texts and given new titles. This text takes a

look into the system and evaluates the consequences of some of the most controversial public

policies.

Very interesting read. It was a required read for my college class. It goes into the intricate methods

of policy making in the United States, what is involved, the problems and solutions and makings of

good fair policies.

Well written and easy to navigate for assignments

Used this for school.

I found the overall views in this text very liberal. I would have thrown it out, but I needed it for the

course

The book came quick and was in great condition! It looked brand new even though it was a used

text.
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